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VAN SUSTEREN: Tonight, investigators in Georgia are testing several clues that could help them find missing teacher 
Tara Grinstead. A latex glove was found in her yard. A lamp in her home was broken. And, it appears someone was 
driving her car the night she disappeared. 

Joining us live on the phone is Tara's brother-in-law Larry Gattis, welcome sir.  

LARRY GATTIS, MISSING WOMAN'S BROTHER-IN-LAW (by telephone): Hello, Greta. 

VAN SUSTEREN: Larry, any information tonight on the disappearance of your sister-in-law? 

GATTIS: The only thing recent has been that the analysis on the glove will be forthcoming we think any day now. 

VAN SUSTEREN: In talking to -- I know you've been talking to the GBI, to all the investigators investigating the case 
do they have, have they indicated to you that they have a person of interest? 

GATTIS: Not really. They haven't ruled anyone in or anyone out at this point in time. I think they're still talking to sev-
eral individuals. 

VAN SUSTEREN: I know that you and your wife, her sister, are close to her. When is the last time you actually spoke 
to her, to Tara? 

GATTIS: I spoke to Tara about two weeks before she disappeared and she called me frequently with different ques-
tions, advice on this and that, usually something medical. 

VAN SUSTEREN: Now you're a doctor. Are you her medical doctor? 

GATTIS: Yes. 

VAN SUSTEREN: Does she have any medical condition which could sort of hint or give us a clue as to what, where 
she might be or what happened? 

GATTIS: No, she was quite healthy. 

VAN SUSTEREN: In terms of people that she hung around with any threats or anything like that? 

GATTIS: She had a fairly quiet life in Ocilla. She spent a lot of time with her teachers there, the co-principal. She spent 
a lot of time with the girls in the pageants and cheerleaders. I don't believe she really spent any time with anyone that I 
think would be an immediate threat to her. 

VAN SUSTEREN: Have you been inside her home since she disappeared? 
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GATTIS: Yes. I've been in with Anita several times. 

VAN SUSTEREN: Anything unusual when you looked around the house? 

GATTIS: Her house looked a little disheveled I guess from the investigation. You know the GBI went in first and un-
covered some things but by and large it looked like she usually left her house. It was neat. I did notice the lamp and the 
clock. The clock was off six hours. There were some clothes lying about and some jewelry lying about. 

VAN SUSTEREN: So the jewelry lying about suggests at least if it were a burglary that wasn't taken or certainly would 
lead or suggest away from burglary, Larry thank you. 

GATTIS: You're welcome. 

VAN SUSTEREN: Joining us again live in New York is forensic pathologist Dr. Michael Baden. 

BADEN: Hi. 

VAN SUSTEREN: Dr. Baden, found in the front yard by the neighbor right after they went in to see if she was missing 
was a latex glove. The sheriff told me and so did the neighbor that it didn't look like it had any dirt on it that it might 
have been dropped by someone who was there that night. What's the latex -- what possible clues could be in that latex 
glove? 

BADEN: Well, the first thing is to find out whether the crime scene investigators used those kinds of gloves, that kind 
of glove, because often less now than in the past the scene investigators use latex gloves and might drop them off out-
side indiscriminately. Now they're less... 

VAN SUSTEREN: Let me stop you right there. Let me stop you right there. When I spoke to the neighbor I asked him 
if it was before the police arrived. He said he saw it before they arrived so perhaps that may handle that right? 

BADEN: Well that takes -- that takes care of that, that's great. Then, if the glove -- the glove itself will have DNA on 
the inside, a latex glove, of the person who wore that glove because when we put our hands in any kind of glove, espe-
cially latex gloves, some of our skin cells come off. 

It will have -- it might have on the outside DNA of a person who was held with that glove, so one of the things they'll be 
looking for here is again DNA on the outside, DNA on the inside. 

Sometimes you can even find fingerprints on the inside of the glove like this but if it's powder, if there's powder on the 
inside of the glove, then that makes that more difficult. 

VAN SUSTEREN: All right, we only have 45 seconds. I was inside the bedroom and I was shown the clothes and the 
shoes she was wearing that night, obviously not seized by the investigators. Should those clothes have been seized and 
what would you look for? 

BADEN: Well, certainly the clothes should be looked at in a situation like this. Were there any tears in the clothing? 
Was there any blood, semen on the clothing? All of those things have to be carefully looked at and you can't look at 
them really at the scene. You have to bring them into the lab so that the crime lab people can examine the clothing, both 
for fresh tears, holes and for any kind of body fluids on the clothing which might be helpful in the investigation. 

VAN SUSTEREN: All right, Dr. Baden, thank you sir. 

BADEN: Thank you. 

VAN SUSTEREN: Coming up, a cruise ship ride you are happy you weren't on. Machinegun fire sprayed the decks and 
a rocket-propelled grenade was launched at this cruise ship when pirates attacked last weekend. How did the captain get 
away? We're going to hear from an eyewitness next. 

And later, in just a few hours, Paul van der Sloot will appear before a judge in Aruba. Why is he going to court? We'll 
get a live report from Aruba. 
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